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In January 1961, a new generation in the guise of John F. Kennedy moved into the White 
House. All of a sudden politics were youthful, dynamic and sexy. During the brief period in 
which he was in office, the first pop star of politics accompanied America through the darkest 
days of the Cold War. At the same time, his signal to embark in new directions was eagerly 
welcomed by younger generations all around the world. Later on, Jackie Kennedy was to 
compare his presidency with Camelot – the legendary court of King Arthur. 

Yet, there were also dark sides to this popular president’s life. Kennedy had countless affairs. 
And behind the brilliant politician was a very sick man who needed to take up to 12 medicines 
a day. If the public had known how ill Kennedy really was, says his biographer Robert Dallek, 
who has examined Kennedy’s medical records, he would never have become president. 

The documentary features reminiscences by Robert Kennedy 
Jr. and Matthew Maxwell Kennedy, the sons of Robert Kenne-
dy as well as JFK’s friend Harry Belafonte, his closest adviser 
Ted Sorensen, and Sergei Nikitich Khrushchev, the son of the 
former Russian leader. Rare footage from the private archives 
of the Kennedys in HD provide an intimate view of the life of the 
legendary First Family.

Four world-class alpinists including National Geographic’s Explorer of the Year Gerlinde Kalten-
brunner team up in a dangerous foray of high altitude mountaineering in the breathtaking docu-
mentary K2: Siren of the Himalayas. The film follows an attempt to reach the summit of the 
world’s most challenging peak on the 100-year anniversary of the Duke of Abruzzi’s landmark 
K2 expedition. 

K2 also explores the history and geography of the legendary Kara-
koram Mountain Range, while contemplating the risks, rewards 
and personal nature of exploration in an age when there are few 
blank spots left on the map. The second highest peak on Earth at 
8,611 meters, K2 is also one of the most dangerous mountain to 
climb: for every four people who have reached the summit, one 
person has died trying. As Ernest Hardy wrote in The Village Voice, 
“K2 offers great beauty while capturing something of what pulls 
the adventurous to try to reach the world’s second highest peak.”
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“As thrilling As Any hollywood summer blockbuster, with
reAl-life plot twists of deAth, unexpected heroism, And
surprise endings...A must-see!” -ernest hArdy, the VillAge Voice

“beAutiful mountAineering film...An Account of one modern
expedition thAt drAws fruitfully upon the lore of Another.”

-John defore, the hollywood reporter
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A Look InsIde CAmeLot

“Astonishing...cAptures courAge, 
hArdship And At times defeAt,

but AboVe All documents
the mountAin itself, in All
its stAggering mAJesty.”

-dAniel eAgAn, film JournAl


